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About the Speaker

     Following the death of his father, Alman made his way to Los Angeles to work on
music with producer Anas Canon. It was during this time that he also met faith

teacher Usama Canon, as well as Photographer and Director, Mustafa Davis. His
interactions with notable figures from the international Muslim community inspired

him to seek out ways to serve it. 
 

Alman Nusrat is an American born Singer-Songwriter of Indian descent. He began singing at
the age of 12 and writing at the age of 14. From the age of 15 to 19, as he experimented with

music production and explored faith studies, Alman took care of his dying father. 
These years, as he explains, were the most formative years of his life- allowing him to define

love and service whilst simultaneously motivating him to discover his identity and faith.



     Following a tour of the United States, Alman was approached by a member of Yusuf Islam’s
executive team, Majid Hussain, who would go on to be his manager. It was in Dubai that Alman had the

opportunity to interact with Yusuf Islam himself and learn from him. It was also in Dubai that Alman
became the student of Dr. Umar Faruq Abdallah, forming a relationship that would ultimately shape and

inspire his creativity and spiritual understanding to this day. 
 

It was around this time that Alman founded 'The Mantle', a sacred safe space based in the US
dedicated to the faciliation of Islamic spirituality, education, and understanding. 

 
 Fast forward several years of artist development and discovery, Alman is now working with Sakinah

Arts & Culture, an arts and culture label focused on the creation and advocacy of conscious art. In late
2018, Alman released his first global EP entitled, “With Love” and has been showcased by various

media outlets- most notably BBC, The National, Lyca Radio, and Zee TV.
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2017 saw the production of 'Melody & Purpose', a documentary produced by BritishMuslim TV,
demonstrating the intersection between spirituality and the arts. The documentary follows Alman from

the United States, all the way to Hyderabad and Mumbai, India as he interviews artists, family and
community members, as well as students and scholars.

As of today, Alman travels and performs around the world. He is currently working with Sakinah Arts &
Culture to develop a Creative Arts Therapy program. The aim of the project is to grant disenfranchised

children in developing and troubled countries access to the creative arts in an effort to help them
overcome the traumas of war and poverty. Alman is also the founder of a US based organization called

The Mantle, a sacred safe space dedicated to the facilitation of understanding spirituality through the lens
of Islam
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Encouraging  a  Deeper  Understanding  of  Islam  

'Melody & Purpose' aims to dispel myths claiming that Islam is oppressive

towards creative agency and is an unnatural way of life for human beings. 

The presentation seeks to highlight why Islam is in fact suited perfectly for the

human experience. Since the dawn of human history, as explained through the

story of Adam, human beings have been creative by nature. Furthermore,

creativity has always been at the center of human civilisation, culture, and

progress.

 

What is Melody & Purpose About?



The  Relationship  between  Art  and  Soul

The presentation also briefly explains Islam's stance on culture. The idea

of preserving and beautifying beneficial culture whilst prohibiting or

discouraging toxic culture. The presentation explains art as being the

language of the soul and thus, in order to create art that beneficial, the

artist must seek to understand and purify what is in themselves. The

concept of Tasawwuf is briefly explained as well as the Hadith Jibril which

discusses Islam, Iman, and Ihsan. 

What is Melody & Purpose About?



Art  and  Purification

''Melody & Purpose" also brings to light the necessity of understanding of the soul from

Islamic point of view. (ie. the nafs, appetites, spiritual diseases of pride, envy, etc.) With

this introduction to Islamic Spirituality as seen through the eyes of a creative, the hope is

to encourage young people to reconsider their understanding of Islam from one that may

come across as strict or unnecessarily rigid, to one that is based on love, growth, and self-

discovery-this is an effort to help them understand that whilst submission to anything

ephemeral leads to unhappiness and ruin, submission to God leads to never-ending

freedom and happiness.

What is Melody & Purpose About?



What is Melody & Purpose About?

Sharing  Narratives  that  Inspire

Through an interview style conversation, Alman will be sharing his personal journey with

music and faith. He will share the story of his father and how the time he spent with him

inspired his artistic and spiritual journey and helped him to understand love and service

at a deeper level. 

The program will end with a special film screening of 'A Song Can't Burn' , an original film

produced by Penny Appeal. The critically acclaimed film has won multiple international

film festival awards and has also been screened at Tribeca. The 11 minute film follows

Scottish music professor Professor Nigel Osborne as he uses music to treat Syrian

refugee children through music therapy. The project is one that Alman is directly

involved with and has become an advocate for.



Introduction

The Story of Adam

What is Art?

Concept of Abstraction

An Overview of Art through Islamic History

Spirituality and Art, Hadith Jibril

Ihsan and Art

Imam Ghazali & The Soul

Short Film Screening

Closing Performance

Q&A

End

 

 

Melody & Purpose has been formatted three

different ways to suit the varied interests of

communities. 

 

The presentation format will feature a

slideshow that supplements the talking points

listed to the left. 

 

The presentation is about 1 hour long.

 

Followed by a Q&A session or short

performance.

 

The evening will end with the award winning

short film, "A Song Can't Burn"

Format 1

PRESENTATION



Introduction

How Alman got involved with Music

Care taking and Service, Art beyond the Ego

Seeking guidance and the Artist's Trust

Creating Culture and Keeping Faith

Short Film Screening

Closing Performance

Q&A

End

 

 

 

Melody & Purpose has been formatted three

different ways to suit the varied interests of

communities. 

 

The Interview format will feature an

interview style conversation that will discuss

the talking points to the left.

 

The presentation is about 1 hour long.

 

The evening will feature a screening of  the

award winning original short film, 

"A Song Can't Burn"

 

Followed by a Q&A session or short

performance.

Format 2

INTERVIEW



Format 3

Workshop

Introduction

What is Art?

Concept of Abstraction

Spirituality and Art, Hadith Jibril

Workshop:

Songwriting Process

Lyric Demonstration

Song writing Exercise

Closing Performance

Short Film Screening

End

 

 

Melody & Purpose has been formatted three

different ways to suit the varied interests of

communities. 

 

The workshop format will feature an

interactive workshop that will discuss the

talking points to the left sharing with

attendees the songwriting process.

 

The workshop is about 1 hour long.

 

The evening will feature a screening of  the

award winning original short film, 

"A Song Can't Burn"

 

Followed by a Q&A session or short

performance.


